NAÏVE ART OF AUSTRALIA
THURSDAY 18 APRIL TO THURSDAY 2 MAY

NAÏVE ART OF AUSTRALIA SHOWCASES A SMALL SAMPLE OF WORKS MADE BY AUSTRALIAN NAÏVE ARTISTS, CURATED BY NERIDA OLSON.

THE WORKS ON DISPLAY CELEBRATE THE EVERYDAY STORIES, LIFE, EXPERIENCE, NATURE AND DREAMS OF THE ARTISTS, WHILST ALSO CAPTURING THE AUSTRALIAN HISTORY AND WAY OF LIFE.

1. MARIE JÖNSSON-HARRISON, HENRI ROUSSEAU – YOU ROCK, ACRYLIC ON WIDE EDGED STRETCHED CANVAS.
2. MARIE JÖNSSON-HARRISON, AT THE DRIVE IN
3. JANE MERVIN, (PITJANTJATJARA, APY LANDS), OWL, PIGMENT INK ON ARCHIVAL PAPER. COURTESY OF BINDI INC AND TALI GALLERY, ROZELLE
4. PANTJITMARY MCLEAN, (DJERAG, NGAATOOTARRA, WA), EVERYTHING HAPPENS TODAY, SCREENPRINT ON MAGNANI 350GSM, MURUNDOO PRINT STUDIO, FREMANTLE, W.A. COURTESY OF DI STEVENS, TALI GALLERY, ROZELLE
5. DINNY KUNOTH KEMARRE, (ANMATYERRE, AHALPERE, NT), HARTS RANGE RACES, ACRYLIC ON CANVAS. COURTESY OF DI STEVENS, TALI GALLERY, ROZELLE
6. LOUISE DANIELS, (LURITJA, MT WEDGE OUTSTATION, TOWN CAMP ALICE SPRINGS), ACRYLIC ON CANVAS. COURTESY OF TANGENTYERE ARTISTS AND TALI GALLERY, ROZELLE
7. DORIS THOMAS (LURITJA), (TJITJIKALA, N.T.), TITJIKALA COUYNTRYSIDE. COURTESY OF TANGENTYERE ARTISTS AND TALI GALLERY, ROZELLE
8. MARIE JÖNSSON-HARRISON, OH MY GOD, MY GOWN WON’T SHUT, I’M SHOWING MY BUTT, ACRYLIC ON BOARD
9. MARIE JÖNSSON-HARRISON, THE LAST SUPPER
9. MARIE JÖNSSON-HARRISON, THE TRUE COLOURS OF HINDLEY STREET, ADELAIDE. LIMITED EDITION GICLEE
11. MARIE JÖNSSON-HARRISON, ANIMATION SUZIE FLASHMAN ARTWORK
12. MOLLY NAPALTJARRI JUGADAI (PINTUPI/LURITJA, KINTORE), NAPALTJARRI’S BY WATERHOLE, ACRYLIC ON CANVAS. COURTESY OF IKUNTJI FINE ART AND TALI GALLERY, ROZELLE
13. ROSELEEN PARK (GIJA, KRIOL, KIMBERLEY), OWLS, NATURAL OCHRE AND PIGMENT ON CANVAS. COURTESY OF WARMUN ART CENTRE AND TALI GALLERY, ROZELLE
14. JANE MERVIN (PITJANTJATJARA, APY LANDS), OWL IN THE STARS
15. JANE MERVIN (PITJANTJATJARA, APY LANDS), OWLS AND STARS
16. JANE MERVIN (PITJANTJATJARA, APY LANDS), TWO BIRDS
17. MOLLY NAPALTJARRI JUGADAI (PINTUPI/LURITJA, KINTORE), NAPALTJARRI SISTERS, ACRYLIC ON LINEN. COURTESY OF IKUNTJI FINE ART AND TALI GALLERY, ROZELLE.
18. ETIENNE COHEN, ETIENNE’S ROOM
19. ETIENNE COHEN, TOWN HALL
20. ETIENNE COHEN, PADDINGTON STREET AT DAWN
21. ETIENNE COHEN, AN AFTERNOON WITH MARGARET
22. ETIENNE COHEN, FIVE WAYS